Toward minimalist models of larger proteins: a ubiquitin-like protein.
Our recently developed off-lattice bead model capable of simulating protein structures with mixed alpha/beta content has been extended to model the folding of a ubiquitin-like protein and provides a means for examining the more complex kinetics involved in the folding of larger proteins. Using trajectories generated from constant-temperature Langevin dynamics simulations and sampling with the multiple multi-histogram method over five-order parameters, we are able to characterize the free energy landscape for folding and find evidence for folding through compact intermediates. Our model reproduces the observation that the C-terminus loop structure in ubiquitin is the last to fold in the folding process and most likely plays a spectator role in the folding kinetics. The possibility of a productive metastable intermediate along the folding pathway consisting of collapsed states with no secondary structure, and of intermediates or transition structures involving secondary structural elements occurring early in the sequence, is also supported by our model. The kinetics of folding remain multi-exponential below the folding temperature, with glass-like kinetics appearing at T/T(f) approximately 0.86. This new physicochemical model, designed to be predictive, helps validate the value of modeling protein folding at this level of detail for genomic-scale studies, and motivates further studies of other protein topologies and the impact of more complex energy functions, such as the addition of solvation forces.